Beginning from the set of cold-fluid plus Maxwell equations in the instantaneous, Lorentz-boosted Pulse Co-Moving Frame (PCMF), a new quasistatic theory is developed to describe the nonlinear pulse evolutions due to the wakefield excitation, and is verified through comparison with particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations. According to this theory, the plasma-motion can be treated 
I. INTRODUCTION
Inspired by the rapid and continuous developments in the ultra-intense, ultrashort laser-pulse technology, the Laser Wake-Field Accelerator (LWFA) has received increasing interests over the past two decades (see e.g. Refs. [1, 2] and references therein). In LWFA, the intense laser pulse produces a relativistic, ultrahigh phase-velocity electron plasma-wave which is able to self-inject and accelerate electrons from the back-ground plasma up to very high energies, in the form of collimated bunches. The performance of LWFA crucially depends on the phase-velocity (which equals the pulse group-velocity) and the amplitude of the plasma-wave at the injection moment, both of which are dynamic quantities [3] during the propagation, owing to the nonlinear pulse evolutions [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Therefore, these pulse evolutions are very important to LWFA scenario [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] as well as the fundamental theory of light-plasma interactions.
Because a rarefied plasma (mostly applied in LWFA) shows a very weak optical responce, many authors have investigated the laser interaction with this plasma within the approximation of very slow pulse-envelope evolutions [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
This approximation is commonly known as the Qausi-Static (QSA) or the Slow Envelope (SEA) Approximation. For the first time, Bulanov etal [4] have generalized this approximation into the regime of strong wakefield excitation which includes LWFA. Later on, many authors have applied and extended this approach, in order to discuss different aspects of radiation and wakefield evolutions in LWFA [3, [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] 18] . In one dimension, the main features of pulse evolutions in this regime are the gradual frequency red-shift due to depletion, accompanied by the pulse amplitude growth according to the universal adiabatic law [4] . The amplitude growth then leads to the wakefield amplification in the course of time [3] . More recently, Schroeder etal [3] have applied the QSA to calculate the initial nonlinear pulse group-velocity and early-time variations of the electron plasma wave phase-velocity.
Briefly speaking, in its existing forms, the QSA is defined by imposing very slow time-variations ( / 0 t    ) on the radiation inside the Pulse Co-Moving Window (PCMW). This window is not a real Lorentz-boosted frame, but rather a mathematical concept defined by subjecting the governing equations into the algebraic transformation ( , ) ( , ) g x t x vt t     [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Here g v is the constant, linear group velocity. As the pulse carrier-frequency is subjected to the heavy, classical Doppler-down-shift in PCMW, the radiation entirely (not only its envelope) is turned quasi-static, resulting in approximate time independence of plasma motion in PCMW.
However, in the case of LWFA, attributed to the currently well-accepted pulse deceleration in the constant-speed PCMW [4] , the validity of existing QSA formulations is restricted to early times; after a transient time, the pulse attains noticeable propagation-speed and oscillation-frequency in PCMW, therefore, quasi-static solutions for pulse and plasma motion are not longer admitted in this window. One way to overcome this problem is to generalize the existing formalism to incorporate the group velocity variations, but this causes the resulting formalism to become mathematically elaborated and physically intractable. On the other hand, calculation of group-velocity evolution not only is of fundamental interest, but also is practically crucial to LWFA (see e. g. [3, [17] [18] ). This is while, the previous authors have either ignored the pulse deceleration in their calculations [17] [18] or obtained the initial value of the group velocity [3] and the long-term evolution of this quantity has remained quite lacking. In addition to this issue, the important issue of wakefield evolutions [3, 6, 9] is not currently well-understood.
In the present work, we describe pulse evolutions based on applying the quasistatic approximation (slow pulse-envelope variations) in the real Lorentz-boosted Pulse Co-Moving Frame (PCMF). Regarding this approach, we remind that, working inside the PCMF has been previously issued by McKinstrie and DuBois [19] to study the parametric instabilities, resulting into a more symmetric formalism. Also, as the plasma appears quasi-static in the PCMF -except for very fine oscillations along the propagation axis, the plasma wave can be regarded as an effective flying-potential for the light pulse, analogous to the developed flying mirror models [20] [21] . The dramatic advantages of applying the Lorentz-boosted frames in numerical modeling of beam-interaction systems have been recently demonstrated by Vay [22] . Here, we demonstrate the analytical efficiency of working inside the Lorentz-boosted PCMF. As will be shown, in this frame, the plasma motion can be treated perturbatively attributed to its high initial velocity, and the pulse envelope is governed by a form of the standard Schrodinger equation This paper is organized in different sections. In Sec. II, we briefly outline our basic equations. In Sec. III, we discuss the concept of QSA in the PCMF. In Sec.
IV, we describe the nonlinear pulse evolutions. In Sec. V we discuss the wakefield evolutions. In Sec. VI, we describe the spectral evolutions of radiation. Finally, in
Sec. VII comparison with the simulation results and discussions are given and the paper is concluded.
II. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
Much nonlinear aspects of the laser interaction with under-dense plasma may be investigated using the well-known set of cold fluid equations plus Maxwell equations. Here, we apply these equations in the instantaneous Pulse Co-Moving Frame (PCMF). Also, we consider the one dimensional (1D) case, namely a sufficiently broad pulse is assumed such that transverse variations may be neglected. The pulse is p-polarized in y direction and propagates along x direction.
The plasma ions are supposed unaffected due to their heavy mass. With these assumptions our basic equations read as follows in the PCMF, 
In the nonlinear regime, on the other hand, the envelope function Â becomes time-dependent and two different situations are possible, depending on whether we
. In the former case corresponding to long pulses, the radiation is subjected to various parametricinstabilities (see e.g. [16, 19] ) which appear convective in the laboratory frame, leading to unsteady propagation in this frame. In the latter case corresponding to short pulses and LWFA, the radiation propagates quasi-steadily in the laboratory frame. This situation defines the quasi-static regime (the scope of QSA) under which the light solution in the instantaneous PCMF takes the general form of,
Here, 0  is a constant, Lorentz-invariant frequency, analogous to p  in the linear regime and Â is subjected to the condition,
Noting its time independence and using Lorentz transformations, 0  can be written in terms of initial carrier frequency, 00
 , and gamma factor, 0
in the laboratory frame, The motion equations (1b) and (1c) are in the Eulerian form and can be easily converted into the usual single-particle (Lagrangian) form using the identity 
which are Lorentz-Newton equations in terms of potentials in the PCMF.
We apply the method of successive perturbation to Eqs (3a & 3b) by letting   
cos (2 ) sin (2 ) 
where the electron position is taken out of the light region at 0 t  .
In the next order we may use the obtained results (4a) and (4b) in the right hand sides of (3a) and (3b) and integrate the resulting equations again. In this way, we will recover contributions in the form of higher order harmonics of the light which are weaker than the those of the second harmonics given in (4a) and (4b) by a factor of g  .
In 
Concerning this definition, it is worthwhile and useful for our future discussions to obtain its presentation in the laboratory frame. In this regard, we should notice that because en t is measured by an immobile observer in the PCMF, the time argument 
where we have used 
where density is expanded as 
IV. NONLINEAR PULSE EVOLUTIONS
To calculate the leading order time-evolutions of the laser pulse, we apply the ansatz (2a) with the condition (2c) in the wave equation (1e), and obtain,
which is exactly the time-dependent Schrodinger equation with well-know properties [23] , describing the radiation in the PCMF as a quantum particle confined in the effective potential
Multiplying Eq. (11) by * A and subtracting from the result its complex conjugate, we obtain,
On the other hand if we take the space-derivative of (11) 
which after substitution of 2 2 / A x   via (11) and summing up the result with its complex conjugate, gives,
Within the used approximations and up to the leading order, the electromagnetic energy density , (12) and (13b). Therefore, these equations are nothing other than the local electrodynamics conservation laws (see Jackson [24] ) stated in the PCMF -the expression under the space derivative in the left hand side of (13b) is in fact the Maxwell stress.
We integrate Eqs. (12) and (13b) over x to obtain the temporal variations of the secular parts of energy and momentum of the radiation. In this way, after defining the pulse energy and momentum respectively as
, we get respectively from (12) and (13b),
where in (15a) we have used the identity
and in (15b) we have in addition used (10c) in the right hand side of (13b).
Since 0
, a full similarity is recovered between Eqs (15a) and (15b), and the energy-momentum equations of an ordinary relativistic particle in its restframe. Here, the total energy in the PCMF 0
, which according to (15a) remains time-independent, takes the role of the particle rest-mass. In addition, the energy, E , and the momentum, x P , form a relativistic four-vector which irrespective of the chosen reference frame can be written as [25] 0 ( , ) ( , )
in terms of the global group-velocity which accordingly is defined as,
Analogous to the relativistic particle dynamics [25] , we can readily apply (15b) in the laboratory frame, i.e. we have 
where 00 k is the initial carrier wave-number. These equations, also derived for the 
V. WAKEFIELD EVOLUTIONS
In order to complete our descriptions of pulse evolutions, we need to obtain an expression for time-variations of the wake amplitude. To do this, one way is to numerically calculate this amplitude at each time via putting the instantaneous solution of the Schrodinger equation (11) into the fluid equations in Sec. III.B.
However, we have found it more efficient and insightful to use approximate forms of conservation equations (12) and (13b) instead of the full solutions of (11).
As a first approximation, we may neglect the effects of pulse evolutions in expressions under the space-derivative in Eq. (13b) 
Now we perform time-integration and obtain,
where we have used (12) and subjecting the result into the same procedure as applied in obtaining (19b) from (13b), we obtain,
where (23) which upon space-integration and making use of (19b) gives the rate of change in the spectral broadening in the PCMF. We do not further discuss this problem, only adding the comment that broadening takes the role of kinetic energy in quantum interpretation -the second term right hand side of (23) In order to examine our results, we should have the initial group velocity, 0 g  .
Calculation of this quantity has been subject of many extensive studies (see e. g. In order to approve the group velocity formula (17a), for both simulations, we have calculated the instantaneous pulse displacement in the light-speed commoving window through substitution of (17a) into the formula
, and compared the result with the direct-simulation data for the pulse-centroid ( Fig.2 , panels (b, e). In the case of 0 2 a  (panel (e)) the initial group-velocity adjustment is applied as described above, but the results in the absence of this adjustment are also plotted (dotted line). Generally, it is observed that agreement between the analysis and simulation results is excellent if the used value for the initial group velocity be sufficiently accurate. On the figure, we also presented the instantaneous pulse displacement in the absence of pulse deceleration (dash-dot line) in order to demonstrate the significance of this deceleration.
The accuracy of formulas (15a) and (18b) is demonstrated in Fig. 2 , panels (c, f). Here, we have plotted Eq. (15a) and (18b) together with the direct simulation data. Again excellent agreement is observed. We also plotted the formulas in the absence of wakefield amplification to demonstrate the significance of this phenomenon.
In Fig. 3 , we have compared the formula (21) for the wakefield evolutions with the simulation results. As this formula is an early-time formula the agreement is not perfect but very good.
In Fig. 4 , we have presented the radiation evolutions in the mode-space ( k   plane) from simulations and for both laser intensities 0 1 a  (top) and for 0 2 a  (bottom). In addition we have plotted the dispersion curves 
